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amfori across the world
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46

15

Member 

countries

Local 

representations

+100
Countries where we 

have sustainability 

operations



Who are our members?
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Our strength is our members – their expertise, their passion and their 
diversity.

Our members come from all corners of the world – from all industries, all sectors and in 
all sizes. 

2,400+
members combined annual turnover

1.6 trillion EUR

amfori members (April 2020)

27,000
engaged producers

Representing:



Number of amfori members

Members of the Food sector represent 4% of the total membership, while 

members from Apparel represent 32%.  
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Number of amfori members at key sectors (2020) 



Top food 
retailers*

are amfori 
members

* Leading food retailers worldwide based on sales



amfori board members
8 out of 9 board members are present in the Food & Beverage sector



amfori’s recent work on food 

➢A Strategic priority for the next 5 years 

SLCP

Global Gap













Amfori Advocacy work 
on Due Diligence



amfori EU policy agenda 2020 - 2024
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Social

• Harmonised human rights due diligence in the EU

• Sustainable public procurement & responsible business conduct

• Transparency in Supply Chains

• Empowering women

• Workers’ rights and living wage

Environment

• Chemicals in the supply chain

• An adaptable model for circular economy

• A coordinated respond to climate action

• Cooperation on deforestation

Economic

• Ambitious Trade in Investment Agreements

• Global trade rules giving benefits for all

• Simplified rules of origin

• An integrated approach to sustainable finance

• Unilateral trade preferences
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Momentum building across Europe on HRDD

• Source: Shift “Human Rights 
Due Diligence: the State of 
Play in Europe” October 
2020
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What the EU has in mind: Possible Levers
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Corporate responsibility + liability

Corporate reporting / transparency

Directors’ duties 

Revision! EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive 

NEW! Incentive-based mechanism to move away from short-
termism (DG JUST Study)

• NEW! Possible Directive on Supply Chain Due 
Diligence (DG JUST Study)

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12548-Sustainable-corporate-governance
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/finance-consultations-2020-non-financial-reporting-directive_en
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/e47928a2-d20b-11ea-adf7-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/8ba0a8fd-4c83-11ea-b8b7-01aa75ed71a1/language-en


EU State of play of HRDD discussions
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❖ Justice Commissioner announcement in April 2020.

❖ Commission work programme 2021 from October 2020 confirms a legislative proposal will be
tabled in Q2 2021.

❖ European Commission consultation to seek stakeholders’ feedback until 8th February.

❖ European Parliament vote on report outlining their views on the matter of corporate
accountability scheduled for 3rd March 2021.

❖ EU Sustainable Corporate Governance legislative proposal on HREDD to be released in Q2

Justice 
Commissioner 
announcement 

April 2020

Commission work 
programme 2021 

October 2020

Stakeholders 
consultation closing 

8 February 2021

Legislative proposal 
tabled

Q2 2021

https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2021-commission-work-programme-key-documents_en


amfori HRDD policy paper asks

20 * (Sector-specific) guidance to be developed

Robust, coherent and predictable 
human rights due diligence 
framework for businesses 

operating in the EU

amfori’s tools/services represent the underlying foundation of our 
stand on the topic

Horizontal 
obligation (via 

law*) for 
companies 

operating in 
the EU to 

conduct due 
diligence → 

HRDD = licence 
to operate

Responsible 
business 

conduct to 
become one of 
the criteria of 

the EU 
Institutions & 

MSs’
procurement 

policies  

Trade 
Preferences 

and Investment 
Policies to 

continue to be 
used to further 
the promotion 
of sustainable 
development

Voluntary 
initiatives and 
commitments 
to continue to 

be encouraged, 
+ incentives 

Proportionate to 
size/leverage in 

supply chain

Pragmatic 
approach

Based on 
International 

Normative 
Frameworks

Transitional 
phase

Proper 
monitoring and 

enforcement

https://www.amfori.org/sites/default/files/amfori-2020-12-02-Position-Paper-Human-Rights-Due-Diligence.pdf


What amfori has done on HRDD
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✓ Published a Position Paper on Human Rights Due Diligence in February 2020, de facto becoming the
first business association publicly supporting work on mandatory due diligence.

✓ Published a joint statement with 26 brands supporting an EU framework on mandatory due diligence

✓ Invited to speak at various high-level events (e.g. April 2020 RBC event where Commissioner
Reynders announced intention to propose legislation; German Presidency event on Supply Chains).

✓ Offered a seat at the advisory board of the European Parliament working group on Responsible
Business Conduct.

✓ Engagement with MEP Wolters currently drafting the European Parliament views on the matter of
corporate accountability.

✓ Organized 6 local stakeholders network events discussing HRDD and UNGPs

✓ Featured in the German Presidency compendium on due diligence.

✓ Facilitated a series of roundtables between businesses and CSOs to seek mutual understanding on
matters related to HRDD.

https://www.amfori.org/sites/default/files/amfori-2020-12-02-Position-Paper-Human-Rights-Due-Diligence.pdf
https://www.amfori.org/sites/default/files/amfori-2020-09-02-EU_Business_Statement_Mandatory_Due_Diligence_02092020.pdf
https://responsiblebusinessconduct.eu/wp/2020/02/20/rbc-event-due-diligence-discussion-with-commissioner-reynders/
https://www.bmz.de/en/issues/virtual-forum-sustainable-supply-chains/bilder-und-downloads/Virtual-Forum_Agenda_24_11_2020.pdf
https://responsiblebusinessconduct.eu/
https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/from-us/briefings/towards-eu-mandatory-due-diligence-legislation/


Amfori’s Reply to the EU Consultation
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• A comprehensive approach on due diligence, of which legislation is only one component

• Harmonisation: A Directive risks undermining the primary objective of harmonization since it would need to be 
embodied into national legislation. 

• Level playing field: Conducting due diligence should therefore become the license to operate in the EU to avoid 
competitive disadvantages for European companies. Special consideration should be given to SMEs. 

• Clarity and Policy Coherence: Adopting clear definitions, avoiding duplication of standards and ensuring alignment both 
with international frameworks such as the OECD Guidelines and the UNGPs, and with EU legislation that is addressing 
sustainability issues, are a pre-condition for rendering the EU work both effective and workable.

• Flexibility: As part of their due diligence efforts, companies should be allowed to prioritize risks in their supply chains on 
the basis of their leverage, degree of involvement with the adverse impact, severity and likelihood of the risk 
materializing. 

• Pragmatic enforcement and monitoring system: companies should not be considered non-compliant provided they did 
all that was reasonably expected. Legislation should encourage continuous engagement and improvement. Lack of due 
diligence, making false statements or Committing gross negligence would amount to instances of non-compliance.



What about Environmental Due Diligence?
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✓ DG JUST Study highlights that the basic environmental principles of prevention and precaution (see UNEP & Rio
Declaration on Environment definitions) have similarities with due diligence which may, in time, prove helpful for
the interpretation of any regulatory measure. However, existing environmental laws are rarely phrased in terms of
corporate due diligence requirements as a legal standard of care.

✓ For due diligence legislation to be consistent with some environmental standards will have to be
translated into concrete obligations for companies.

✓ amfori is in favour of an approach that will encompass both Human Right and Environmental Due Diligence

✓ However, there is a need for more clarity on the scope and the expected standards of business conduct for EDD

✓ Step-by-Step Approach



EU embodied deforestation
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Host 80% of the
world’s biodiversity

Regulate water cycle

Provide subsidence and 
income to 25% of the 

world’s population

12% of GHG emissions are 
due to land use change

Embodied deforestation: deforestation caused by the supply chain of EU-

consumed products, represents 10% of global deforestation



Deforestation Due Diligence: Timing

July 2019 December 2019

Voted on 22nd

October 2020

European 

Commission

Communication

European

Green

Deal

European 

Parliament

Own 

Legislative

Initiative

European

Commission

Proposal
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Q2 2021

EU Timber

Regulation

FLEGT
2003

2010

Conflict Minerals

Illegal, unreported and 
unregulated fishing

Sustainable Finance Strategy

Sustainable Corporate 
Governance Initiative

Due Diligence

Legislation

2021



Deforestation Due Diligence: State of debate in the EU

European Parliament - Recommendations for a regulation to protect natural 
ecosystems
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• Duty of due diligence
• Duty of consultation
• Duty of transparency and 

reporting
• Duty of documentation

v
List of commodities includes meat and leather

Notion of continuous improvement misleading

Supporting measures and holistic approach missing

Studies* conducted by EU institutions:

Advise for mandatory due diligence

Are unclear on the list of commodities in scope

*Feasibility study on options to step up EU action against deforestation, 
An EU legal framework to halt and reverse EU-driven global deforestation: European added value assessment

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/forests/pdf/feasibility_study_deforestation_kh0418199enn_main_report.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_STU(2020)654174


Main messages of amfori’s paper

A regulation tackling embodied deforestation should be:

• Implementable: the scope should be well defined, with a limited list of 
commodities while flexible enough to adapt to all concerned supply chains

• Supportive: an action plan would provide support for companies in the 
implementation of their due diligence with an action plan

• Coherent: a regulation should follow due diligence principles and 
complementing other due diligence requirements
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Key recommendations
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3. Contain an EUTR-like regulation going

beyond legality and with a carding system

indicating the risk if sourcing regions

1. Provide clarity in the definitions and

scope of the action plan and detail due

diligence requirements

5. Be complementary to horizontal

corporate due diligence legislation

covering social and environmental issues

2. Focus on key commodities responsible

for the majority of the EU’s embodied

deforestation

4. Adopt a due diligence approach for

continuous improvement in the supply

chain rather than the complete banning of

at-risk products

6. Contain non-regulatory measures such

as collaboration with third countries

through partnership agreements with

sourcing countries, dialogue with other

main consumer markets, and specific

clauses in free trade agreements with

trading partners

7. Provide guidance and tools for

companies and especially SMEs such as a

mapping of private initiatives that can help

with their due diligence, training for them

and their suppliers and requirements

against embodied deforestation in Green

Public Procurement Policies
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Thank You!
Kathy.Roussel@amfori.org

follow #amforiAdvocacy for follow-up


